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Abstract: DBSCAN is an effective density-based clustering method which is designed to find high-density regions which are sep⁃
arated by low-density regions. DBSCAN is one of the most common clustering algorithms and also most cited in scientific litera⁃
ture. In the case of the data of high dimension, the computation complexity of DBSCAN is O(n2) . However, it is challenging due to
the size of datasets has been growing rapidly to extra-large scale in the real world. In this paper, an efficient parallel density-
based clustering algorithm is proposed and implemented by using MapReduce. Furthermore, we adopt a quick partitioning strate⁃
gy for data which has been preprocessed is adopted. Then, Local DBSCAN process for each subspace divided by the partition pro⁃
file is implemented to generate clusters. At last, the clusters which are generated in the previous phase are merged.


































(p) = {qÎ D | dist(p,q) £ Eps}。即点p的Εps邻域为所有与点p的
距离不大于Eps的点的集合。
对于簇C，要求对于在簇C中的每一点 p，则在簇C中存在
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FOR i FROM begin TO end-1
sumNext = 0;
将第 i部分的点的数目累加到 sum中
sumNext = sum + 第 i+1部分的点的数目










































































































内存在核心点 p，而在右边的划分上存在点 q处在点 p的邻域
内，并且点 q是核心点。同理，右边的划分距离划分边界<Eps
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